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   C O N T E N T S >>>

 R E S O U R C E S >>>



I see the foundation of self care being the belief that 
you are worthy of the things you need to thrive. If 
you find yourself doubting that remember this: you 
deserve to have your needs met simply by existing. 
It’s not indulgent or something to feel guilty about.

What each of us needs to thrive will be different, but 
I’m certain it won’t begin and end with just a bubble 
bath! Self care is multidimensional and in this 
Wholehearted Self Care Guide we’ll be exploring self 
care from every angle, coming up with an individual 
self care plan for you and exploring how to take self 
care to the next level. 

However, change doesn’t happen by accident it 
takes commitment. 

I’d like to ask you right now to get committed to self 
care for yourself and trying some of the ideas in this 
guide. 

You ready?

Yey! Thanks for starting this journey with me, 
let’s get stuck in! 

What is self care?
Self Care is about getting your needs met on a 
deep physical, emotional and spiritual level. So 
many of us (especially women) have fallen into the 
trap of believing that having our needs met is 
greedy or selfish. The reality is that when we are 
getting our needs met we are better able to thrive 
in the world and in every role we play. Think being 
a more patient mother, more focused employee, 
and more dedicated friend - or to put it a little 
better - being able to function in the way you wish 
to within your relationships. As we will discuss very 
soon, sometimes self care is about opting out of 
relationships that drain us. Not only does self care 
support us in our relationships with others, it 
positively impacts on the most important 
relationship of all - the one with ourselves!

While the typical picture of self care that comes to 
mind usually involves a candle lit bath, there’s so 
much more to practicing self care than a pamper 
session. 

 L E T S  G E T  S T A R T E D >>>
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 H I,  I’ M  L A U R A!

This isn’t just ano!er 
!ing to "erwhelm y#
I’m a Mum to a spirited 2 year old who hates 
sleep and I run my own business. My to-do list 
is in a perpetual state of overflow and the last 
thing I need - and I’m guessing you too 
because aren’t we all too busy these days - is 
yet another thing to overwhelm you.

The whole point of self care is to help you 
thrive and be your best self. It’s pointless if self 
care becomes just another thing to stress 
about. However, this stuff works, and because 
of that it deserves your attention and 
commitment.

It’s time to become CEO of your own life!

 M Y  S E L F  C A R E  S T O R Y >>>

Several years ago I was very overweight, in a ‘meh’ 
job and basically just sleepwalking through life. I 
switched jobs and found myself in a much more 
inspiring environment and ended up focusing on 
losing weight and getting healthier. I was super 
focused and ended up losing a lot of weight through 
going to the gym several times a week and chugging 
protein shakes. 

I felt good (despite the stress my body was under 
losing so much weight so fast). Things really took a 
turn for the worst when my interest in healthy living 
became obsessive and I lost even more weight. At 
the time I felt happy, but it was because of the 
‘control’ I was putting myself under. When my 
husband and I decided to start trying for a baby and 
I came off the pill my period never returned due to 
my low weight and I found myself on a 2 and a half 
year journey to battle my infertility, heal my body 
and sort out my life. 
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This was really where my passion for self care developed. Although at the time I wasn’t consciously 
labelling it as self care, looking after my body, mind and soul was what supported me to finally become 
pregnant and launch my own health coaching business. 

When I gave birth to my son 5 weeks prematurely, then shortly after found out he had a life threatening 
heart defect, self care stepped in again but in a different form. In the first few weeks of his life it was all 
about making sure I could function to be able to support him and get through his open heart surgery. 
In the following months it was about coping with the sleep depravation that affected me until very 
recently (when he finally started sleeping better!)

I’m still really no where near perfect. There’s still a lot more things I could do to support myself, but the 
things I do practice such as having a monthly reflective ritual, keeping a habit tracking journal, 
meditating before bed, and paying for childcare so I can continue to run my business - these all add up 
and make the difference between me surviving and thriving. The difference that makes to my loved 
ones includes having a much happier more fulfilled and less stressed mama and a loving wife rather 
than a batshit crazy one!

The single biggest change that has made this possible is understanding that it’s an ongoing practice 
that I have to recommit to each day. I will slip up, as will you, and that’s totally ok. 

The amazing thing is, when you see tasks and activities through the lens of self care it 
changes your perspective, you become kinder to yourself and you realise this isn’t some 21 
day programme, this is life!

 M Y  S E L F  C A R E  S T O R Y >>>
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 S E L F  C A R E  T H E M E S >>>

I find it really helpful to think of self care in terms of themes. A well rounded self care practice might 
include activities from each one of these themes so that you’ve got everything covered, but don’t forget 
this isn’t meant to overwhelm you - you might be better off just starting with one thing and that’s totally 
fine!

N!rishment
Nourishment covers the self care 
practices that physically nourish you. 
While I believe lot’s of activities ‘nourish’ 
you, here we are specifically looking at 
food.

Now, I’m not a green juice drinking, 
baobab chugging health blogger. The 
idea of clean eating makes me want to 
be dirty, low carb sounds like a form of 
torture and any kind of ‘diet’ makes me 
want to break into the nearest bakery. 

I believe that food can nourish us on 
two levels - firstly there’s food which we 
know is physically good for us. Veggies, 
fruit, nuts, seeds, whole grains, meat 
and fish etc are all amazing foods. I tend 
to feel that whole foods which are minimally processed are going to do our bodies good. 

For me, a form of self care is ensuring that I mostly eat these kinds of foods - the ones that 
make me feel vibrant and alive in my body.
However…

I also believe that food can nourish you on a soul level too. This is where the maybe less healthy but still 
totally awesome foods come in. I believe a form of self care is enjoying some of these foods from time to 
time guilt free. An ice cream at the beach on a hot summers day, a slice of your best friends birthday 
cake, all these beautiful parts of life should be enjoyed to the full, not be a source of guilt.

How to factor in nourishment in your self care practice:

• Meal plan and do a Sunday cook up so you’re prepared with healthy food all week

• Having a weekly treat food ritual (personally I love a trip to Starbucks for a coffee and cinnamon roll)

• Start experimenting with green smoothies
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• Bake your favourite cake once a 
month

• Cook a new healthy recipe each 
week

• Aim to eat 5 veggies a day and 
tracking that in a habit tracker (we’ll 
be looking at that more soon)

You don’t have to do all or any of 
these, they’re just some ideas to 
get you started!

Bear in mind here that more is not better in either of these forms of nourishment. Be mindful of how 
you feel mentally around food. Guilt, control or other negative feelings or behaviours aren’t self care. 
Give me a shout in the Facebook Group if you need some support around this. Balance is what we’re 
aiming for, even if that balance is spread out across a week or even a month!
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M"ement

Unless we’re ill or injured our bodies naturally want to move! Even if you’re doubting that based on how 
you’re feeling right now, in your natural state free from stress and overwhelm your body would be asking 
you for movement. For me, movement is one of the most joyful self care practices there is when you find 
something you love.

Movement could include:

• Dancing

• Walking

• Running

• Yoga

•  Ballet

• Hiking

• Pilates

• Hula Hooping - one of my personal
   faves!

• Weight lifting or strength training

I could go on and on but I’m sure you get the picture! Self care in the area of movement is good for 
ensuring you stay connected into your body, keeping your muscles, joints and heart healthy and 
supporting your mood through the release of ‘happy’ hormones. 

The key with this self care topic is finding something you really enjoy doing and not judging it if it doesn’t 
fit into the typical image of ‘exercise’. Walking, dancing and hula hooping are underrated if you ask me!

Another thing to note here as we did with nourishment is that more isn’t always better when it comes to 
movement. Recognise when you might be overdoing it or if you find yourself feeling guilty when you miss 
a workout as these could be signals your relationship with movement isn’t mentally healthy. 

Also remember that self care may be staying in bed all day depending on how you’re feeling. 
This is the paradox of self care, what is great one day might be the total opposite of what is 
needed the next day depending on your energy levels and what you have going on that week.
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Relaxati!

Relaxation is a huge component of self care. So many of us feel stressed and overwhelmed so 
consciously incorporating an element of relaxation into our lives can go a long way to help with those 
feelings.

What I find relaxing might not be the same as you so tune into what makes you feel calm, 
but here are a few ideas to get you started:

• Spending time in nature - one of my favourite forms of self care is standing barefoot in the sea, I find 
it so grounding and relaxing

• Meditation - see the apps for self care resource at the end of this pdf for lots of ideas

• Reading a book

• Yoga - also included as a form of movement but depending on the form of yoga it can 
    also be very relaxing

• Massage

• Watching trash TV - totally acceptable as a
   form of relaxation in my book!

• Taking yourself out for a coffee

• Having some alone time

• Using an adult colouring in book

• Sleep!
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Pampering
Now we get to the typical self care image that comes to mind - pampering. Some activities in this theme 
might crossover with the relaxation section too in which case win win! 

• Candle lit bubble bath

• Doing a home manicure and pedicure

• Moisturising your body top to toe

• Getting a massage

• Having a spa day

• Getting a fresh hair cut

• Buy yourself some flowers

I could probably go on and on with pampering ideas 
but I’m sure you get the picture! 

Pampering is a great way to show yourself some self love too!
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Organisati!

There’s very few of us who feel good when we’re disorganised. Organisation and doing things that support 
you to feel organised is an important form of self care because in itself it can enable you to do more of 
the other forms of self care!

• Declutter - one of my most satisfying 
things to do is declutter! That 
doesn’t have to be the whole house, 
just one drawer can be extremely 
satisfying and leave you feeling 
good.

• Writing a to-do list or having a ‘brain 
dump’ - both of these get thoughts 
out of your mind and onto paper so 
they can be organised.

• Using a diary or scheduler 

• Creating routines based on self care 
items from other themes - for 
example creating a morning and 
evening routine

Gr"#

Ok, so now we’re on to the biggie. Growth as self care is about knowing where you’re going and 
making life adjustments to help you get there. It’s not usually included in self care conversations 
but it’s absolutely vital to consider it.

I’m not necessarily talking about having goals or even intentions, it might just be knowing how you want 
to feel.

One of the most life changing things I’ve ever done was working through Danielle La Porte’s Desire Map 
which helped me come up with my Core Desired Feelings. Thinking about how you most want to feel, 
and then taking action and making changes to bring you closer to that, is self care.

For example, if you want to feel connected and uplifted that toxic friendship that keeps draining you 
might need to go. 

If a goal of yours is to start your own business, a form of self care might be talking to a start up coach.
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If your work life balance is leaving you feeling overwhelmed, it might be implementing some boundaries 
around your time.

These things might not feel like self care in a traditional sense, but when it comes to getting 
your needs met and thriving, the self care you practice in the theme of growth might just be 
the most transformational.

Pushing yourself outside of your comfort zone, saying no and saying yes are all forms of self care that 
help you grow as a person. 

Asking for help is a huge one that so many of us struggle with because the limiting belief we have 
around it is that we are weak if we ask for help. I’d argue that when we can be ok with saying we can’t 
do everything and accepting we need help to thrive, we become stronger. We grow.

Also remember that growth isn’t always what we think it is. We can grow sideways as well as 
upwards. We might think we’re in a state of contracting but there’ll be a form of growth somewhere. 
When I had given birth to my son I felt like my life was contracting inwards. My business had stagnated, 
I wasn’t able to meet my own expectations, however I was growing in ways I couldn’t then see. 
Becoming a mother, letting things go, learning and softening was all growth in a different 
guise. 
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As I just said about growth, in life we are forever rising and falling in a state or ebb or flow, and both 
states are ok and totally valid. Similarly, we all go through different phases of life. As a Mum to a small 
child, my self care is very different to what it was before I became a mother. What feels like self care in 
one state will not feel like self care in another state. 

It’s really important to know that sometimes, self care will be just doing what you need to get through 
that particular period of life. Trying to do an all singing all dancing self care practice might just serve to 
stress you out even more. In which case don’t do it! 

Live by the mantra ‘what can I do to help myself feel good today’. The answer to that question will be 
different on a day when everything is going right to a day when all kinds of shit is hitting the fan.

If you find that you’re in a perpetual state of falling, that’s when you need to really look at life and the 
growth theme and make some changes. Some things in life we know will have a huge impact such as 
moving house or having babies, but if your job is so constantly stressful and overwhelming any kind of 
self care adds to the stress, that’s when you most need to check in with your growth self care theme 
and consider some changes.

 A N  I M P O R T A N T  N O T E  A B O U T  B A L A N C E   >>>
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 W H E N  SE L F  C A R E  I S  N O T  D O I N G  S O M E T H I N G  >>>

In the last chapter we explored the different themes of self care most of which focused on things 
we do. However, self care can just as much be the things we don’t do, or things we stop 
doing, or generally saying no.

In many ways this is just about the perspective we see things from. Not eating so much sugar 
might be seen from the other side as eating more food that makes you feel vibrant. If you can 
switch things to see them from the ‘doing’ side that might be easier and is worth considering. 

Think about how you can ‘crowd out’ the thing you’d like to stop doing with something else. If that 
doesn’t work it’s still ok to focus on not doing something as a form of self care. Here are some 
examples:

• Stop pointless scrolling on your phone

• Say no to anything that you don’t want to do

• Stop smoking

• Reduce drinking

 Overwhelm check in
I’ve just thrown a lot of different ideas at you that might seem like a lot. Don’t worry I’m 
not  expecting you to do all of that! This is just setting the scene, stay with me!

To round that up:

• Self care rocks and we all deserve to have our needs met by simply existing

• Self care can be seen as 6 key themes: nourishment, movement, relaxation, 
pampering, organisation and growth. 

• Life is full of ups and downs and what self care is for you will likely change 
depending on what’s going on for you and the phase of life you’re in.

• Sometimes self care is not doing something.
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 D E A L I N G  W I T H  S E L F  C A R E  G U I L T  >>>

The no 1 enemy of self care is guilt. It can feel like putting ourselves first is selfish, unnecessary 
and self indulgent. It doesn’t help when some people in our lives reinforce those limiting beliefs 
because they aren’t able to see why their own needs are valid.

Self care isn’t selfish, it’s self-less. When your own needs are getting met you’re then able to give 
more of yourself to everyone else in your life as well as meet your own potential and live a healthy 
and happy life.

When your needs are met you can be a more patient and tolerant parent, a more loving and 
present partner and a more reliable friend. You can be more productive in your work, more able to 
put energy into the things your believe in and ultimately you’ll be happier and healthier for yourself.

Guilt is a horrible emotion, and while I think it’s inevitably going to crop up when you start getting 
your needs met through self care, here are some tips for managing it...

Acknowledge it as a positive sign
I know that sounds a little crazy but when guilt shows up 
in relation to self care it actually means you’re doing self 
care right! You wouldn’t be feeling it if you weren’t taking 
steps in the right direction of getting your needs met.

Remember that self care doesn’t have to be ‘me 
first’ it can start by being ‘me too’
Just because you’re creating a focus on self care for you 
doesn’t mean you’re not meeting other people's 
(reasonable) needs. Think of self care as ‘me too’ - it’s 
just about adding yourself to your to-do list and heck, if 
you want to put yourself on the top of that list that’s fine 
too!

Revisit your why
Guilt crumbles in the presence of strong reasoning - 
think about why you’re doing what you’re doing. For me, 
asking my partner for a lie in at the weekend was 
because I simply wouldn’t be able to function very well, including biting his head off, if I didn’t get 
some decent sleep.

Talk about it
If your guilt is related to a person you worry is ‘missing out’ because of your self care then talk to 
them. Explain to your kids that mama needs to have some alone time because it helps her to feel 
more balanced and more patient. This also sets an amazing example to your kids for the future so 
that they get their needs met!
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 F I N D I N G  T I M E  F O R  S E L F  C A R E  >>>

Most of my clients complain that they can’t 
find the time to practice self care in any 
meaningful way.

Busy-ness is a modern day epidemic, so many of 
us place our worth in how busy we are which 
often leads us to burnout. Now, you might be 
thinking you’ve never experienced burnout, but 
burnout can look different on each of us. For you 
it might have been that virus that just wouldn’t 
shift for weeks, not being able to concentrate, 
headaches, finding it harder to get out of bed in 
the morning, increased anxiety or depression.

For me, burnout shows up as recurring 
illnesses, fatigue that doesn’t improve with 
extra sleep and a low level of constant 
anxiety. Whenever I notice even a slight 
increase in these things I check in with my 
self care practice and double it up, guilt free 
of course!

This is how essential it is to find that time for self 
care, but if you have a job, business, kids, chronic 
illness or all of those things, then it can feel hard. 
However, I think you actually already have all the 
time you need for self care, you just don’t know it 
yet. Check out these tips…

Cut out the PS
That’s Pointless Scrolling to you and me and I 
haven’t met a single person who doesn’t do it! 
How many hours do you spend scrolling through 
Instagram and Facebook each evening? If this is 
you then adopt some boundaries and reclaim that 
time for something that fills you up. I personally 
worked on this not so long ago replacing my PS 
with time to read a book, meditate or listen to an 
audio book. Bonus is that I also sleep better now 
and don’t seem to have as much negativity in my 
life!

Say no more often
We’ve already talked about how saying no can be 
a form of self care, but I know it can be easier said 
than done sometimes! Saying no to things that 

aren’t going to serve us is a simple way to free up 
more time. 

How often are you agreeing to do things that 
don’t make you happy? 

Agreeing to go out for drinks with friends you 
don’t even like when you’d rather have an early 
night. Attending that family get together with 
distant relatives who keep calling you the wrong 
name, these are all things were a ‘no’ could come 
in handy. Make a commitment to say no to things 
you don’t enjoy and then use that time to do 
things you do enjoy instead and see the 
difference!

Create some boundaries  
This might be the latest time you’ll stay at work, 
the most time you’ll spend working at home, 
turning your phone off at dinner, letting your boss 
know you won’t be answering emails at the 
weekend etc. Think about what areas in your life 
would benefit from having some loving 
boundaries in place in order to protect your time. 

Don’t be afraid of creating ‘white space’
While scheduling is a really effective habit 
reinforcing strategy (more on that in a moment) 
having free time or ‘white space’ is a great way to 
create some spaciousness in your day. It also 
leaves you open to enjoy a form of self care that 
you fancy doing in that moment instead of 
something pre planned. Often when we add 
something like meditation to an already 
overflowing to-do list it becomes just another task, 
but when we give ourselves the gift of white space 
it can become enjoyable again.

Just start with 5 or 10 minutes
Someone once said to me if you can’t find 10 
minutes you don’t have a life! That really stuck 
with me, we should all be able to find 10 minutes 
and if for any reason you can’t find 10 minutes 
that probably means you actually need at least an 
hour! Just starting by finding 5 or 10 minutes a day 
for self care is a great way to get started when you 
feel overwhelmed. 17



 H A B I T  F O R M I N G  S T R A T E G I E S  F O R  S E L F  C A R E >>>

Habits form the structure of our everyday lives so when you take control of your habits, 
you take control of your life!

Creating specific habits around self care helps to make it more automatic and require less energy to 
actually make happen.

Here are some habit forming strategies that might help you make self care stick!

Monitoring 
Monitoring your habit is a great way to help to develop it. Using a habit tracker (we have one for you 
in the resources) which you fill in each day reminds you to complete the habit until it becomes more 
automatic.

Accountability
Accountability is an especially good strategy if you’re used to putting everyone before yourself. 
Making plans to do something with someone else, working with a teacher, mentor or coach or 
sharing that you’ll be doing something with your partner or a friend are all good forms of 
accountability.
 
Scheduling 
Try adding self care activities to your diary or block out time in your calendar. This not only serves as 
a reminder but makes sure the time is kept free! 

Convenience
How can you choose the path of least resistance? How can you make things easier so that the self 
care flows more easily?
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 S E L F  C A R E  M I N D S E T  T I P S  >>>

Alongside self care, mindset is most definitely my jam and as with most things in life, to be successful 
at something you need the right mindset! Here are some things to think about:

Tune into kindness or tune into discipline
As you develop a self care practice you’ll find that they’ll be times you need to tune into kindness or 
tune into discipline. Let me explain. Some days you might need to give yourself a firm push to do 
something you know will make you feel better by tuning into discipline, for example you know a walk 
makes you feel good and gives you an energy boost but you’re being a bit lazy. On other days you 
might need to loosen your grip on something you feel you ‘must’ do. For example you might feel that 
you have to stick to your workout schedule but you’re feeling like you’re coming down with something 
- tuning into kindness here helps you see that self care is skipping the workout and staying in bed.

Turn a ‘should’ into ‘could’
Instead of saying ‘I should or must do this’ try switching it to ‘I could do this’. ‘I should workout’ feels 
different to ‘I could workout’. 

Don’t allow the fear to win
We all have a part of our brain, a primal part, which is in place to keep us safe. To our brains change 
can be seen as something that puts you in danger, even though your rational mind knows that going 
for a massage once a month isn’t dangerous! Sometimes you need to just acknowledge resistance as 
your fear based brain going into overdrive for the wrong reasons. Sometimes just understanding that 
this is what’s going on can help. Fear won’t disappear, but as Elizabeth Gilbert says, you don’t have to 
allow fear to be in the driving seat of your life.
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 O V E R W H E L M  C H E C K  I N >>>

 Overwhelm check in
• Self care guilt can derail your efforts if you allow it

• Self care doesn’t have to be ‘me first’ it can be ‘me too’

• Cut out the pointless scrolling

• Just start by finding 5-10 minutes

• Make use of habit forming strategies like accountability and monitoring

• Think about how your mindset is either supporting or hindering your self care 
practice
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 T H A N K  Y O U ! >>>

Thank you so much for reading the Wholehearted Self Care 
Guide, I hope this has inspired you to think about your self care 
more deeply, put yourself first because you know you deserve 
it and most of all, do what makes you feel good!

Please continue to read on and check out the workbook and  
resources section!

laura xx
Enjoy !is guide? 
You’ll love The Balance Club, my exclusive online community. It’s the perfect 
way to ensure self care stays on your agenda, as well as offering you support 
and the monthly Balance Bundle Magazine. Check it out here >>>

If mindset is something you feel you need to focus on, take a look at my 
Mindset Makeover Course here >>>

I also do 1-2-1 coaching too! Find out more >>>
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 R E S O U R C E S >>>
In the resources you’ll find a range of worksheets and tools including:

Self Care Workbook 
The self care workbook will guide you through creating a robust self care plan for 
yourself including a morning and evening routine, planning out self care ideas for 
every day and much more.

60 self care ideas sheet
If you’re ever stuck here are 60 self care ideas to inspire you.
 
Self Care Tool Kit Planner
How to create a personal self care box and a planning sheet to help you do it

Home retreat plan
A plan and menu for how to create your own home retreat

Habit tracker
A habit tracking printable for supporting you to monitor your self care habits

Self Care apps list
My favourite phone apps for supporting your self care practice

YouTube Yoga Playlist
My tried and tested favourite yoga workouts when you need to move in a loving way. 
All workouts are suitable for beginners.
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What are you grateful for? Why do these things light up your life?

What’s not working in your life right now? What’s getting in the way?
This isn’t an excuse to go down the rabbit hole of negativity, just journal out the first stuff 
that comes up.

 T H E  W O R K B O O K >>>
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What do you need right now?
Let the answer to this flow and try not to think too much about it. See what comes up. If 
you get stuck, try flipping the things that aren’t working so that they are instead worded as 
things you need.

List 5 things you could start doing to give you what you need right now.
Check out the self care ideas section for ideas.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 
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What needs to change to make these things happen? Who do you need to ask for 
help? What support do you need?
This might be asking your partner for help around the house or booking an appointment 
with a naturopath. 

Can you allocate a budget for self care?
It’s totally fine if this is zero, but really think about how important these things are to you, 
the impact it would have on your life and if you can play around with other expenses.
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When can you make time for self care? What time wasting activities do you need 
to stop to help make more time?

What are you going to do to make sure your top 5 self care activities happen this 
month?
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Creating some routines and rituals around your self care practice can be especially helpful, 
in fact having a routine or ritual in itself is a form of self care in it’s own right!

 I find starting with a morning and evening routine is a good way to develop self care habits.
That might look like a simple bullet pointed list of things you aim to do each morning and 
evening:

MORNING
• Wake up
• Take 3 deep breaths
• Eat a healthy breakfast
• Walk the dog

EVENING
• Journal
• Get clothes ready for the next day
• Skin care routine
• 1 hour screen free time
• Meditate before bed

Use the space below to bullet point out your self care morning and evening 
routine:

Check out my self care rituals and routine post for more ideas! >>>

 R O U T I N E S  &  R I T U A L S >>>
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 S E L F  C A R E  F O R  E V E R Y  D A Y  >>>

5 minute ideas 15 minute ideas 30 minute ideas 1 hour ideas

Nourishment

Movement

Relaxation

Pampering

Organisation

Growth

Come up with  2-3 self care ideas for each time frame (they don’t all have to be for each theme) and keep 
these ideas to hand (on a note in your phone is a great idea) so whenever you need to do a self care 
activity you always have ideas to hand. Check out the 100 self care ideas for inspiration.
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 A C T I O N  S T E P S >>>

Well done for completing the worksheets! 

Your action steps from here depend on how you’re feeling about what you can 
comfortably fit into your life.

Now is a great time to review the section on finding time for self care on page 

You have a few options:

• Just focus on using the self care ideas for every day sheet and incorporating some of 
them into your life. If you can do every day that’s great, but even just one thing a 
week would be amazing! 

• Work on implementing a morning routine, an evening routine or both

• Just focus on your 5 top most needed self care areas and make those happen

• Creating a habit tracker to help you monitor your new self care habits (see page XX 
for a free printable)

• Anything else you feel inspired to do from this guide

My One Big Action from this Wholehearted Self Care Guide is:

This is how I’m going to make sure it happens:
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Say no

Say yes

Meditate

Practice mindfulness

Go for a walk

Take a bath

Give yourself a facial

Ditch your toxic friends

Have a social media detox

Take a yoga class (in person or online)

Batch cook some healthy meals to 
keep you going all week

Make yourself a smoothie

Meal Plan

Have a retreat day at home

Go on a retreat

Use an adult colouring in book

Have a ‘me’ day

Sit in silence

Go to the gym

www.wholeheartedlyhealthy.com

 6 0  S E L F  C A R E  I D E A S >>>
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Go to bed early

Get up early

Have a lie in

Take a nap

Do a home manicure and pedicure

Read a book

Go to bed with a hot water bottle

Rip up your to-do list

Plan out a regular schedule

Get organised

Write a gratitude list

Spend time with your friends

Cuddle with your partner

Book a massage

Get a blow dry

Connect to what you truly desire (using a tool like the Desire Map)

Live authentically 

Work with your fear

Try breathing exercises

Seeing the Doctor (if you have any niggling issues)

Working with a coach 
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Listening to music

Eating cake or chocolate (or whatever your fave food is! Guilt 
free of course)

Watch your favourite film

Dance

Stop caring about what others think

Treating yourself to new skin and body care products

Take an online course

Stay in your pjs all day

Bake something

Ask for help

Cosy up in a blanket

Declutter a space in your home

Buy yourself flowers

Read something that inspires you

Organise a girls night out or a girls night in

Cuddle with your (or a friends) cat or dog

Make a home made face mask and put it on

Create a new inspirational Pinterest board

Take photographs of things you find beautiful

Put on your favourite perfume
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 C R E A T E  A  S E L F  C A R E  T O O L  K I T >>>

What is a self tool kit?
A self care box is a box of goodies that you keep for whenever you need a ‘self care intervention’ i.e. a 
bad day, you’re feeling stressed, you’re ill or any other self care emergency! Creating your box can be 
an act of self care in itself so enjoy the process! 

To offer you some inspiration here is an image of my self care box and a list of the contents, but don’t 
worry if you have no idea where to start with yours, we have some questions for you in a moment to 
help you create your own!

Laura’s Self Care Tool Kit

• My favourite good coffee - I’m a big coffee lover!
• Dark chocolate - obvious one
• Essential oil - my favourite is a blend called Serenity from doTerra
• Scented candle 
• Affirmation cards
• Colouring in book and colouring in pencils - I find colouring in really enjoyable
• Journal and pen - for journaling of course
• Rose Quartz crystal - a great emotionally comforting crystal

Other non physical things:
Spotify playlist - full of songs that raise my vibe and make me happy
Netflix playlist - with films I want to watch and feel good movies
Pinterest board - filled with pretty things that soothe my soul!
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How to create your self care tool kit

Find a box you can use and maybe, like me, get some nice paper to line it. 

For the contents of your box, think of each of the five senses and try and include some things that will 
offer self care via that sense, for example essential oils for scent, a book for sight, a hot water bottle for 
touch.

Sight

Sound

Smell

Taste

Touch 

Now it’s time to take this list to the shops and purchase your self  care supplies. Don’t forget to create 
some of the non physical items like the Spotify playlists etc and also remember to restock your box as 
needed.
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  C R E A T I N G  A 
 H O M E  R E T R E A T  >>>
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 C R E A T I N G  A  H O M E  R E T R E A T  >>>

I can’t think of many women who wouldn’t love a retreat, and as someone who runs retreats I’d 

wholeheartedly recommend you invest in yourself and go on one if you can! But if you can’t a great way 

to get a similar restorative effect is through having a home retreat day.

Here’s a guide that will walk you through how to create your own special day. This works best if you can 

have the house to yourself so see if you can get the kids looked after and shoo your partner or family 

out for the day.

Preparati!
Here’s a few things to buy in ready
for your retreat day:

• Epsom salts

• Your favourite essential oil

• A face mask

• Deep hair conditioner

• Body butter

• A fresh journal

• Scented candle

• A new herbal tea

Also check out the Yoga Youtube Playlist resource and select a video or two to do. Also check out the 

apps list and select a meditation app so you can do a meditation during your retreat day.

Now we have two different menus and shopping lists for your day, one for autumn (fall) / winter and the 

other spring / summer. 
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Sho"ing list for f#d menu
Spring / summer

• Spinach

• Avocado

• Pears x 2

• Cinnamon

• Ground Flax

• Unsweetened almond milk / coconut water

• Quinoa

• Cucumber

• Spring onions

• Vacuum packed beetroot

• Leafy greens

• Pumpkin seeds

• Feta cheese

• Apple cider vinegar (go for raw with the ‘mother’ for extra probiotics)

• Hummus

• Veggies for crudités

• Apples

• Raw nuts

• 1 onion

• 2 cloves of garlic

• 5 stalks of celery

• 3 medium sized carrots

• 2 red or yellow peppers

• 1 medium cucumber

• 1 head of romaine lettuce

• red lentils

• vegetable bouillon powder

Autumn / winter

• Porridge oats

• Apples

• Blackberries

• Honey

• Almond butter
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• 1 onion

• Curry paste

• 1/2 large butternut squash

• Red lentils

• Spinach

• fresh grated ginger

• Turmeric

• Hummus

• Raw nuts

• Veggies for crudités

• 1 onion

• 2 cloves of garlic

• 5 stalks of celery

• 3 medium sized carrots

• 2 red or yellow peppers

• 1 medium cucumber

• 1 head of romaine lettuce

• red lentils

• vegetable bouillon powder

Menu
All day - drink unlimited herbal teas / coconut water / water

B R E A K F A S T

Apple and blackberry porridge (autumn / winter)

½ cup of porridge oats

1 ½ cups of water

1 tablespoon honey

1 apple

½ cup blackberries

1 tablespoon almond butter

Combine the oats and water in a pan and simmer until thickened. Chop the apple and mix into the 

porridge with the blackberries and honey. Transfer to a bowl and top with a tablespoon of almond 

butter.
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Green Smoothie (spring / summer)

• 2 handfuls of spinach

• 1/2 avocado

• 2 medium pears

• 1 tsp cinnamon

• 2 tablespoons ground flax

• Coconut water or unsweetened

    almond milk

Put all ingredients into a blender and 

blend until smooth. Drink immediately!

L U N C H

Quinoa salad (spring / summer)

• ½ cup of cooked quinoa

• ¼ of a cucumber

• 2 spring onions

• Cooked beetroot (vacuum packed)

• Large serving of green leafy greens 

            such as spinach, lambs lettuce, rocket

• 2 tablespoons pumpkin seeds

• 2 tablespoons of ground flax

• Feta cheese

• Apple cider vinegar

Chop the veggies into small pieces and toss with the quinoa. Arrange the greens in a bowl and top 

with the quinoa mix. Sprinkle with ground flax, pumpkin seeds and crumbled feta. Serve with a little 

apple cider vinegar on top.
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Indian butternut and lentil stew (autumn / 

winter)

• 1 onion

• 3-4 tablespoons of mild curry powder 

            OR 3-4 tablespoons of curry paste

• 1/2 large butternut squash

• 200g / 1 1/2 cups of red lentils

• 750ml / 3 cups of water or vegetable 

stock

• 2 large handfuls of spinach

• Optional: 1 tablespoon fresh grated 

ginger, 1 teaspoon turmeric

Heat some oil in a large pan over a medium low heat. Finely chop the onion and add to the pan along 

with the curry powder or paste and ginger and turmeric if using. Fry for a few minutes taking care to not 

let it burn. Peel and deseed the squash and chop into small cubes, then add to the pan. Rinse the lentils 

well in a sieve and add to the pan along with the water or vegetable stock. Simmer the stew on a medium 

heat with the lid on the pan for 20-30 minutes stirring occasionally to prevent the lentils sticking to the 

bottom. The stew is done when the lentils have broken down and the squash is soft. Turn off the heat 

and add the spinach, stirring through until it wilts into the stew. Serve.

S N A C K   O P T I O N S

• Hummus with vegetable crudités

• Raw nuts - almonds, walnuts, cashew nuts etc

• Fresh fruit 
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D I N N E R

Detox soup (all seasons)

• 1 tsp light olive oil or coconut oil

• 1 onion

• 2 cloves of garlic

• 5 stalks of celery

• 3 medium sized carrots

• 2 red or yellow peppers

• 1 medium cucumber

• 1 head of romaine lettuce (replace with kale if not in season)

• 150g / ½ cup red lentils

• 2 tsp vegetable bouillon powder

• 1 litre water

Finely chop the onion and mince the garlic. Warm the oil in a large pan over a medium heat. Set the 

minced garlic aside to allow its beneficial enzymes to activate. Lightly fry the onions for 2 minutes. 

Chop the celery and carrots and deseed and chop the peppers, all into bite sized pieces and add to 

the pan. Continue to cook for 5 minutes. Boil the water. Rinse the red lentils in a sieve until the water 

runs clear and add to the pan with the hot filtered water, bouillon powder and the garlic that was set 

aside. Cover the pan and simmer for 30 minutes until the soup has thickened and the red lentils are 

fluffy and tender. Add more filtered water if required.

Peel and chop the cucumber and finely shred the lettuce. Add to the pan, mix through and continue 

to cook for 5 minutes. Leave the soup to cool briefly, then blend to desired consistency using a hand 

or jug blender. Season to taste and serve warm.
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H!e retreat day schedule
Remember this is just suggested, feel free to amend to suit whatever feels good to you!

Note: You might feel better including some exercise earlier in the morning in which case swap the pre 

lunch yoga to an earlier time slot. Don’t forget to drink lots of water or herbal teas all day.

Wake up totally optional, it might feel really good to you to lie in or get 

up early! (for the sake of this schedule though we’ll give a set time)

6 - 6.30am

Meditation - check out the app suggestions in the app section 7am

Breakfast 7.30am 

Journalling time 8 - 8.30am

Relaxation time - this might be more journalling, watching a movie, 
watching inspirational videos on YouTube, filling in the worksheets as 
part of this guide or reading a book.

8.30 - 11am

Yoga - try a yoga session from the yoga YouTube playlist 11am - 12pm

Lunch 12 - 1pm

Post lunch walk 1pm - 2pm

Relaxation time - this might be journalling, watching a movie, watching 
inspirational videos on YouTube, filling in the worksheets as part of this 
guide or reading a book. A nap is totally ok too!

2 - 3pm

Light afternoon snack 3 - 3.30pm

Walk, yoga or anything else you fancy! 3.30 - 4.30pm

Dinner - having this early will support your digestion 4.30 - 6.00pm

Relaxation time - this might be journalling, watching a movie, watching 
inspirational videos on YouTube, filling in the worksheets as part of this 
guide or reading a book.

6.00pm - 7.30pm

Bath - use epsom salts and essential oils as well as face mask, deep 
conditioner, moisturiser etc

7.30 - 9pm

Meditation 9.00pm

Bedtime 9.30 - 10.00pm
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 H A B I T  T R A C K E R >>>

B U L L E T  J O U R N A L  S T Y L E  
H A B I T  T R A C K E R 

 T E M P L A T E
See this post for more information on how to use this system: http://
wholeheartedlyhealthy.com/2016/08/how-to-use-a-bullet-journal-for-health-and-
wellbeing.html

In the top boxes write in the habits you’d like to track (you can even use the self care 
theme areas and track your activities around those). Each day if you’ve done something 
around that self care area then shade the box. Remember the idea isn’t necessarily to 
shade every single box every month, instead aim to have more boxes shaded than 
boxes left blank and you’ll be doing a fantastic job! 

Just print the tracker below and go!
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 A P P S  F O R  S E L F  C A R E >>>

M E D I T A T I O N
Headspace
Calm
Insight Timer

F E M I N I N E  F L O W  +       
C Y C L E S
Clue
MyFlo
My Moontime

F U N 
Truthbomb 
Hey Universe

M O V E M E N T
Yoga Studio App

H A B I T S

HabitBull
Balanced app

As much as our phones can be a source of stress, thankfully they can also support us with our 
health and wellbeing if used in the right way! Here is a list of my favourites:
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Check out the YouTube Playlist here >>>

The playlist includes various yoga videos of lengths from 
5 minutes - 45 minutes, enjoy looking through the 
videos I’ve selected and trying them out!

 Y O G A  P L A Y L I S T >>>
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About the Author

Wholeheartedly Healthy is an award winning healthy living and lifestyle blog 
written by Laura Agar Wilson. The blog follows Laura’s healthy living journey and 
shares healthy recipes, support and advice aimed at busy women with real lives. 

Through her blog and health coaching practice, Laura inspires and educates 
women on how to look after their health with a truly wholehearted approach, 
including everything from good nutrition, exercise, self care, self love, positive 
body image and personal development. In 2016 Laura was awarded Blogger of 
the Year at the British Health Journalism Awards. 

Laura is a certified health coach who trained with the Institute of Integrative 
Nutrition where she studied over 100 dietary theories, practical lifestyle 
management techniques and innovative coaching methods with some of the 
world’s top health and wellness experts. She also holds a qualification in diet and 
nutrition advice, NLP and CBT and is a member of the Federation of Holistic 
Therapists. In addition to her blog and health coaching practice she is a 
professional health writer, recipe developer and author of Grains as Mains and 
Coconut Oil. She also offers business coaching to other UK based wellness 
entrepreneurs. 

She lives in Durham, North East England with her husband James and two year 
old son Fin. 

Disclaimer

This guide and bonuses are not intended to provide medical advice or to take the 
place of medical advice and treatment from your personal physician. Readers are 
advised to consult their own doctors or other qualified health professionals 
regarding the treatment of medical conditions. The author shall not be held liable 
or responsible for any misunderstanding or misuse of the information contained 
in this programme manual or for any loss, damage, or injury caused or alleged to 
be caused directly or indirectly by any treatment, action, or application of any 
food or food source discussed in this programme manual. This information is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

To request permission for reproduction or inquire about health coaching services, 
please contact laura@wholeheartedlyhealthy.com
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